Videos on Cannabis

Dr. Casaret, author of Stoned has a Ted Talk on YouTube:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0ygtX2nyexo

Weed, 2015 - 3-part CNN documentary Dr. Sanjay Gupta's documentary on YouTube. Watched it 11/25/2017. Includes
- A family with a twin, Charlotte, afflicted with seizures every day & nothing seemed to temper the seizures except cannabis.
- The difficulty obtaining a consistent supply of cannabis medicine due to law.
- The Stanley brothers crossbreeding cannabis to find low THC strain for Charlotte which they named “Charlotte’s Web”.
- Dr. Judy Holland – The Pot Book – was interviewed by Gupta.

- Dr. Lester Grinspoon, Harvard educated, who shares his 13 yr. old son’s experience w/cannabis in his treatment of Leukemia.
- UCSF Dr. Abrams & a
- Dr. opposed to Cannabis offering his view.

The Union – The Business Behind Getting High, 2007, 1 hr. 44 min.
- Exploring Canada/US stance on cannabis. Does a good job of covering basic flaws in US political stance on cannabis.

Medicinal Cannabis and its impact on Human Health 45 min. (2011)
- Video of Dr.’s talking. Taskin is one of them, & Dr. Abram & Bearman

What If Cannabis Cured Cancer (2010)
- Interview of Abrams, Bearman showing the results of cannabis used in cancer treatments.

- Sort of a tribute to Jack Herer & his role in the Hemp/Cannabis struggle in U.S.
- There is a strain named after him
How Weed Won The West (2010)
  • This movie, kinda’ rough & raw, focusing on increased DEA raids in southern Calif. on med. cannabis cooperatives. Alex Jones was narrator.

American Drug War: The Last White Hope (2007)
Interviews of:
  • Retired narcotics enforcement officer
  • California Judge,
  • Ricky Ross, a well known L.A. Crack dealer
  • Joe Pietri, activist, former smuggler
  • Retired CIA officer
  • Retired DEA officer